Foran Mining Corporation (FOM-TSX.V), a Vancouver based exploration and mining company, is seeking

experienced geologists for its McIlvenna Bay project in east-central Saskatchewan. The McIlvenna Bay Zn-

Cu-Au-Ag deposit is one of the largest undeveloped VMS deposits in Canada. Foran completed a pre-

feasibility study for the deposit in 2020 and is planning a significant infill drill program in advance of
commencing Feasibility level work on the deposit this summer.

Foran is focusing on infill drilling on the deeper parts of the deposit followed by exploration drilling on
several satellite targets during the summer months. Contract Geological positions are currently available in

support of planned 2021 exploration programs (currently underway). There is potential that some of these

contract positions could turn into longer term employment opportunities for the right candidates.

Senior / Project Geologist: Two positions
This position involves overall geological and data management of ongoing exploration programs. The

position involves onsite management and oversite of coreshack activities and data collection from drill
programs on a rotational basis. There will also be an opportunity for collaborative input into the design and

implementation of the geological, geochemical and geophysical components of upcoming programs as we

continue to explore and develop satellite deposits in the area. The successful candidate will report directly
the Vice President, Exploration and will form a critical part of the Foran Mining Corporation exploration

team.

Job Responsibilities:
•

Responsible for onsite geological management of the drill program and ensuring consistency in

core logging and data collection by geological and geotechnical staff, including the use of oriented

coring techniques

•

Implementation and oversite of Foran’s established QAQC protocols to ensure clean data collection
for the drill programs

•
•

Core logging and mentoring of junior geological and on-site staff

Compiling historic geological data and designing and implementing exploration programs utilizing
modern geophysical and geochemical techniques

Job Requirements:
•
•
•

A graduate or undergraduate degree in Geology

10+ years of relevant field and core logging experience

Relevant exploration and project management experience. Previous advanced stage exploration or
feasibility level work would be an asset.

•

Good management skills with the ability to effectively supervise geologists, on-site personnel and

contractors, as required.

•

Experience with mining and exploration software programs: MapInfo/Arcview GIS, Gemcom (or

equivalent), Leapfrog, etc would be an asset.
•
•
•

Database management skills and experience with drill program QA/QC components

Familiarity with DataShed data management software would be an asset

Exploration experience for volcanogenic massive sulphide (VMS) deposits is preferable.

This posting is for a contract position to commence immediately. A competitive salary package is available
for the successful candidate with a potential opportunity for longer term employment as part of the Foran
Mining Corporation exploration team.

